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Abstract—This paper defines a novel relatedness measure by
conditional query, explores snippets in various web domains as
corpora, and evaluates the relatedness measure on three
famous benchmarks, including WordSimilarity-353, MillerCharles and Rubenstein-Goodenough datasets. Conditional
query QY|X on a web domain estimates frequency fY|X by
querying Y to search engine results of X. Dependency score is
in terms of frequencies fY|X and fX|Y, and content overlap of
search results of X and Y by various operations. A transfer
function projects dependency score to mutual dependency of X
and Y. Two transfer functions based on Poisson and Gompertz
models are considered.
Gompertz model reports the
correlation score 0.706 in the WordSimilarity-353 dataset.
Gompertz model also shows the best performance among all
the web-based approaches in Rubenstein-Goodenough and
Miller-Charles datasets.

information is link tables, category hierarchies, resolution of
redirection links, anchor texts, etc, but to infer them is not
easy. To extract useful concepts, most of the proposed
approaches adopt learning methods on a fixed domain. The
major problem of such approaches is the adaption to other
applications.
The web, which provides live and open-domain data, is
the largest and the most important resource on earth.
Therefore, it has been a common practice to use the
collection of web pages as a live corpus. For instance,
Matsuo et al. [7] used Jaccard coefficient to calculate the
degree of relatedness between personal names. In their study,
the social networks were built by search engines. In addition,
Sahami and Heilman define a similarity kernel function to
determine the similarity of short text snippets [8]. More
recently, Bollegala, Matsuo and Ishizuka [3] have applied
WordNet to pick up lexicon-syntactic patterns from web
pages, and used SVM and chi-square to assign each pattern a
posterior probability. Moreover, Luo, Tang and Tian [9]
compute similarity between web pages for answering
relationship queries.
The most common way of measuring relatedness
between objects X and Y using the web is to submit X and Y
to a search engine, and then to compute the content overlap
of the returned snippets. The intersection of VX and VY
extracted from snippets captures relevant content information.
If the content information of two objects overlaps with each
other, then their association will be close. In this paper, we
propose a novel concept called Conditional Query. A
conditional query “query Y given X” is denoted as QY|X.
Given two objects X and Y, their frequency information is
measured by QY|X and QX|Y. An operation of content
information and frequency information determines the
dependency score between the two objects. The operation
can be maximum overlap, minimum overlap, multiplication
or sum [10]. The relatedness score between two objects is
defined as projecting the dependency score by a transfer
function. Two transfer functions, Poisson model and
Gompertz model, are employed.
Although a representative web corpus has an advantage
of being diverse, this diversity may also cause noises to the
applications. Besides the effects of web corpora from
different time periods, we also found that different web
domains of different properties and textures may bring in
different effects. However, researches who employed the
search engine results to measure the similarity of objects
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Relatedness measure or association computation of two
objects (the object can be a nominal, a short text or a concept)
is fundamental in many applications, including ontology
building, person name disambiguation [1], concept clustering
[2], community chain detection [1][3], named entity
categorization and relationship labeling [4], and so on. The
relatedness measure should not only be used to identify two
objects as synonymous or non-synonymous (true or false).
Rather, it should cover any kind of lexical or functional
association such as meronymy (“part of” relation), antonymy
(opposite meanings), or any kind of functional relationship
or frequent association [5]. Examples like “Maradona” and
“football”, “Larry Page” and “Google Wedding”, or “monk”
and “oracle”. How to measure their relatedness in an open
domain is the main goal of this paper.
Measuring the relatedness score of two objects requires
the identification of how similar their semantic contents are
to each other. Semantic contents can refer to meaning,
mutual dependency, related knowledge, etc. The semantic
content of an object can be obtained from various resources
such as machine-readable dictionary (MRD), thesaurus (e.g.,
WordNet [6]), balanced corpus, Open Directory Project
(ODP), Wikipedia, search engine results, and so on. On the
part of those MRD-/thesaurus-based approaches, issues such
as the out of vocabulary (OOV) have been raised. On the
part of those Wikipedia-based approaches, the useful
978-0-7695-3801-3/09 $26.00 © 2009 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/WI-IAT.2009.86
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IXY=VX ∩ VY

rarely discuss the influence of time spans and web domains.
Therefore, for robust testing, besides the general web, five
web domains are crawled including “.com”, ”.edu”, “.net”,
“.org”, and “.wikipedia.edu (wiki)”. To evaluate our
methods, we experiment the two models on three famous
benchmarks, i.e., WordSimilarity-353 Test Collection (TC353) [11], Miller-Charles dataset (M&C) [12] and
Rubenstein-Goodenough dataset (R&G) [13]. The results
show that the Gompertz model with sum operation has the
highest Pearson’s correlation coefficient score and ranking
score in the three datasets.
The web provides live vocabulary, in particular, named
entities. In general, two named entities mentioned together
may have some relationships. Therefore, to identify the
nature of their relationships, we collect 307 named entities
from four communities. We analyze the conditional query
on the community chain detection which merges named
entities together from different groups and then separates
them [1]. Finally, we mine high-relatedness patterns with
the original query from those returned snippets by submitting
the query to a search engine.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
web-based relatedness measures and the conditional query in
depth. Section 3 shows how to compute the relatedness
between two objects using dependency score. Section 4
experiments our models on three famous benchmarks in
various web domains and compares with the related works.
Section 5 applies our model to mining high-relatedness
patterns extracted from snippets. Section 6 concludes the
remarks.
II.

(1)

where IXY is the intersection of VX and VY. Discriminative
content features are useful to capture mutual dependency.
Lin’s information-theoretic measure is exploited [15]. If a
word belongs to GM(X) and its information-theoretic score
with X is greater than θ, then this word will be put into VX.
B. Frequency information
The top ranked snippets returned by querying QY|X to a
search engine G running on a universal IR machine M are
denoted as GM(QY|X). GM(QY|X) is retrieved by the following
three operations.
• Retrieve GM(X) and GM(Y).
• Extract all snippets Di ∈ GM(Y) ∩ GM(X).
• Sort the extracted snippets by their ranks in GM(Y).
Conditional queries QY|X and QX|Y are different from
conjunctive query “X and Y” based on the above operations.
GM(QY|X) contains the same snippets as GM(QX|Y), but their
ranking sequences of snippets are different. Suppose that
search engine GM can ideally report unlimited number of
relevant documents. Let GM(X)={x1, x2, ..., x10, ..., x20, ...,
xu, ..., xn+1, ...} and GM(Y) = {y1, y2, ..., y900, ..., y980, ..., yn, ...,
yv, ...} Four important properties are discussed as follows.
An example is shown in Figure 1.
(1) Ranking order: Suppose that there are four common
documents, di, dj, dk and dl, in GM(X) and GM(Y). The orders
with respect to their ranks in GM(QY|X) and GM(QX|Y) are {dl,
dk, dj, di} and {di, dj, dk, dl} shown in Figure 1(b).
(2) Relevant order: The relevant orders in GM(X) and
GM(Y) are different. In our example, the highly relevant
document x10 in GM(X) becomes lowly relevant one in GM(Y)
(i.e., yv). In contrast, the lowly relevant document yn in
GM(Y) becomes highly relevant one in GM(X) (i.e., x20).
(3) First relevant document: In conditional query QY|X,
if Y has very strong relationship with X, many documents in
GM(QY|X) will contain Y in an ideal search engine. In other
words, the first document in GM(QY|X) containing Y will be
ranked nearly the top in GM(X). On the contrary, if Y has
little relationship with X, the rank of the first document in
GM(QY|X) containing Y will be ranked very large in GM(X).
We define a parameter, first-relevancy (FR), to capture this
phenomenon. FRY|X denotes the smallest rank of the
document in GM(X), and the document in GM(X) is relevant
one in GM(QY|X). Figure 1 shows that the FRY|X of QY|X and
FRX|Y of QX|Y are 10 and 900, respectively. In this example,
Y has a stronger relationship with X than X with Y.
(4) Restrictive conditional query: Current search
engines only report the top n relevant documents for a query
instead of all relevant ones. For conditional query QY|X,
there may exist dm ∈ GM(Y) (m > n), and dm ∈ GM(X) (m <
n). {xn+1, x10 } will be excluded from GM(QY|X) when n is
limited. Similarly, {yv, y900} will be removed from
GM(QX|Y).
If Y is a highly related pattern in GM(X), then FRY|X will
be a small number. In contrast, if Y is a lowly related pattern

WEB-BASED RELATEDNESS MEASURE

In web-based relatedness measure, the retrieval results of
a query represent some information of the concerned object.
Suppose that there is a virtual machine called universal IR
machine, which possesses all surfer behaviors and structures
of the web. A search engine is defined by a stored program
running on the universal IR machine. Different strategies
may be adopted in a stored program, e.g., PageRank, HITS,
etc. The retrieval results by a program G running on a
universal IR machine M for a query X is denoted as GM(X).
GM(X), a corpus about X, captures critical information of X.
A. Content information
Two objects occur together due to that they have some
mutual dependencies, properties or relationships. Of course,
they may co-occur by chance. Many relatedness measures
such as mutual information (MI), Dice coefficient, Jaccard
coefficient, Overlap coefficient, Cosine, etc, have been
proposed. Recently, web-based relatedness measures like
PMI-IR [14], Jaccard coefficient [7], Similarity Kernel
Function [8], Normalized Google Distance [2], CoOccurrence Double Checking [1], etc, have been employed
to discover mutual dependency of two objects.
Suppose that corpora GM(X) and GM(Y) represent objects
X and Y. We extract features from GM(X) and GM(Y) and
form two bags VX and VY. |IXY| is defined as the number of
common content features in these two bags.
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in GM(X), then FRY|X will be a large number. Because of the
property (4), we cannot catch really FRY|X and FRX|Y.
Suppose that n=1000. In our example, the probability of the
occurrence of Y in GM(X) is no more than 0.99 (1-10/1000).
Similarly, the probability of the occurrence of X in GM(Y) is
no more than 0.1 (1-900/1000). Hence, we define the
frequency of Y in GM(X), denoted as fY|X hereafter, to respond
the FRY|X. We adopt fY|X to replace FRY|X when n is limited,
and postulate that fY|X can reflect the importance of Y in
GM(X). We will use three benchmark datasets to verify this
postulation.

TABLE I.

(a)

G M ( QY|X ) = { x

dl
n +1

dk
u

dj
20

di
10

, x , x , x } ; FRY|X=10

d
dk
dl
GM (Q X |Y ) = { yvd i , yn j , y980
, y900
} ; FRX|Y=900
(b)

(2)

d(X,Y)= F(fY|X, fX|Y, |IXY|)

(3)

Dependency score d(X,Y) reflects mutual dependency of
X and Y on the web. Two objects form a stronger pair when
they have larger dependency score. The relatedness of a pair
is computed by projecting d through a transfer function g.
The transfer function is a finite, nonlinear and monotonic
increasing function. This function maps d to [0, 1]. The two
extreme values 0 and 1 mean that the two given objects form
an independent pair and a strongly dependent pair,
respectively. The transfer functions and operations are
discussed in detail in Section 3.
III.

Collision type

min

min{ fY|X , fX|Y }

min +IXY

min{ fY|X , fX|Y ,
|IXY|}

mul

fY|X × fX|Y

mul+IXY

fY|X × fX|Y × |IXY|

max

max{ fY|X , fX|Y }

max+ IXY

max{ fY|X , fX|Y ,
|IXY| }

sum

fY|X + fX|Y

Propagation type
f
f
min{ X |Y , Y | X }
fY
fX
f X |Y fY|X | I XY |
min{
,
,
}
fY f X |UXY |
f X|Y

f X |Y
fY

f
× Y|X
fY
fX
f Y | X | I XY |
×
×
f X | U XY |

f X|Y fY|X
,
}
fY f X
f
f
|I |
max{ X|Y , Y|X , XY }
fY f X | U XY |
max{

f X |Y
fY

fY|X + fX|Y + |IXY|

f X |Y
fY

+

+

f Y |X
fX

f Y |X
fX

+

| I XY |
| U XY |

(1) Collision type: Dependency score can be regarded
as a collision number in which X and Y occur in the same
corpus. Suppose that the collision number is a random
variable x, and x follows Poisson distribution. WebRS(X, Y)
is the cumulative distribution function with d. Formula (4)
adopts the Poisson model. The expected values μp is
learned from a training data set. Dependency score d with
various operations is listed in Table I. In the table, fX and fY
are the frequency of X in GM(X) and the frequency of Y in
GM(Y), respectively. |UXY| denotes the number of features
in VX∪VY.

C. Mutual dependency between objects
Web-based relatedness WebRS(X,Y) measures the
association of two objects X and Y in Formula (2). The g is a
transfer function and the dependency score d(X, Y) results
from an operation of three features in Formula (3). Here, the
F is an operation, the fY|X and fX|Y are computed by
conditional queries and the |IXY|=|VX∩VY| is computed by
content overlap defined in Formula (1).
WebRS(X, Y)= g(d(X,Y))

Dependency Score d(X,Y)

Operation
F

sum+IXY

Figure 1. An example of conditional queries QX|Y and QY|X

DEPENDENCY SCORE WITH VARIOUS OPERATIONS

(4)

WebRS ( X ,Y ) = PPoisson ( x ≤ d )

(2) Propagation type: Li et al. proposed a thesaurusbased measure combining different resources by
exponential-growth functions [16]. Our previous work
CODC [1] adopted a similar function like the exponentialgrowth function. In this paper, we adopt a new model called
Gompertz model [17] to calculate WebRS(X, Y). It is used
in many researches to model cell growth. In this model, the
cells d, with a growth rate, propagates themselves to a
certain amount of cells. The number of propagated cells
reflects the relatedness score. Formula (5) introduces the
Gompertz model, where a is a quantifying factor, b is a
boosting factor and β is a growth rate. Factors b and a
control the initial speed and the final range of the function,
respectively. WebRS is within the range [e-b, e-b/e^a]. The
best growth rate β will be learned from a training corpus.
Dependency score d with various operations is listed in
Table I.

TRANSFER FUNCTION OF DEPENDENCY SCORE

Bennett et al. [10] proposed information distance to
measure the stochastic sources X and Y. It is defined as:
given X to measure Y and given Y to measure X, denoted as
F(H(X|Y), H(Y|X)). F is an operation such as minimum
overlap, maximum overlap, multiplication, or sum. We
adopt the same set of operations in Formula (3). Besides, we
design two models for the transfer function, and divide them
into two types.

WebRS ( X ,Y ) = e
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− b×e ( − a ×d

β

)

(5)

(a) Poisson Distribution

(b) Gompertz Model (b=5, a=6)

Figure 2. To find the optimal strategic parameter μp and β.

The multiplication operation in the propagation type is a
generalization of the CODC model, i.e., the CODC model is
a special case in the Gompertz model. When minimum and
multiplication operations are adopted, dependency score is
easily affected by the smallest value, but these operations are
suitable to filter out non-association objects. The largest
value is of the most importance in maximum operation. For
the sum operation, the three features are of equal importance.
IV.

Figure 3. Entropy analysis

choose five different web domains including “.com”, ”.edu”,
“.net”, “.org” and “.wikipedia.edu (.wiki)” to check if web
domain is crucial for relatedness computation. Most related
works employ Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient r to compute the relationship between human
judgments and machine-assigned scores. Spearman’s
correlation coefficient rho, i.e., the ranking order between
human judgments and machine-assigned scores, is an
important metric, so we also use it in the evaluation.
1) Optimal strategy parameters
We use the TC- 353 Training set and web08 corpus as
training data to find the optimal expected value μp for the
Poisson model and to find the best growth rate β for the
Gompertz model. About the Gompertz model, we set b=5
and a=6, respectively. The threshold θ in Formula (1) is set
as 0.70. Figure 2 shows their behaviors of μp and β on TC353 Training dataset with sum+IXY operation, respectively.
When the size of the snippets is increased, the optimal
expected value μp need to be increased, too. Compared with
the μp, the best growth rate β is more stable about dropping
on 0.3 to 0.5. When we get the optimal μp and β in n
snippets (n=900), μp and β will be applied to TC-353 Testing,
RG-Rating, and MC28-Replica benchmark datasets in the six
web-domain corpora.
Before the experiments, we examine how each web
domain is similar to BNC1. From the returned snippets, we
extract three types of predicate argument relations defined by
Keller and Lapata [19], i.e., “noun-noun”, “adj-noun” and
“verb-preposition”. Then, we count the frequency of each
predicate pattern in the returned snippets, and its frequency
in BNC. We adopt Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as a
metric to compare corpus similarity. If a predicate has zero
frequency in BNC, we set its probability as 10-5. The results
are shown in Figure 3. When there is a larger divergence,
there is larger surprised information in the web domain. So,
the “.net” and “.com” are suitable to mine new events. On
the contrary, a smaller divergence entails that the web

EXPERIMENTS

A. Word level relatedness computation
The objects being measured can be nominals (nouns,
noun phrases or named entities), concepts, queries, or even
short texts. When measuring relatedness at word level, most
researchers adopt three benchmarks, including TC-353 [11],
R&G [13] and M&C [12] datasets. The TC-353 dataset is
the largest online collection for testing relatedness at word
level. This dataset has two subsets, training set (200 word
pairs, abbreviated as TC-353 Training) and testing set (153
pairs, abbreviated as TC-353 Testing). In this dataset, each
pair has 13 to16 human judgments to assess the degree of
relatedness. An average relatedness score is calculated.
R&G dataset consists of 65 word pairs. As a subset of
R&G, M&C dataset only has 30 word pairs. The similarities
between words in R&G dataset, called Rubenstein and
Goodenough rating (RG-Rating), were rated by 51 human
subjects. Miller and Charles rated the M&C dataset (MCReplica) by 38 human subjects. Researchers normally used
28 word pairs of the M&C dataset [18][15][16][3], because
two word pairs were omitted from the earlier version of
WordNet. The ratings of the 28 pairs in R&G dataset and
M&C dataset are hereafter denoted as RG28-Rating and
MC28-Replica, respectively. The two sets of ratings have
highly correlated (i.e., Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.97).
For verifying our models in this task, we crawl top n
snippets (n=900) by Google search engine on after 07/03/08
for each word in the three benchmarks. We call it web08
corpus hereafter. However, a robust model should adapt and
perform well on various datasets. Therefore, we further

1

British National Corpus (BNC) is a balanced text corpus containing 100
millions words.
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domain is similar to the balanced corpus. Figure 3 shows
that the “.edu” domain is more similar to the BNC corpus.
The “.org”, “.wiki” and web08 are similar to one another.
According to above observations, the “.edu” should be a
good corpus for word-word evaluations.
Because different web domains of different properties
and textures may bring in different effects, we will consider
other domains for robust testing. Figure 4 shows the results
of the four transfer functions on the TC-353 Testing dataset
in various operations and web domains. Because minimum
and multiplication operations are strict, many pairs have zero
score of relatedness. Besides, adding |IXY| into the two
operations is not useful to discriminate the correlation.
Comparatively, |IXY| has positive effects on maximum and
sum operations. Another significant finding is: the sum
operation is better than the maximum operation in each
domain. It means that the three features, fX|Y, fY|X and |IXY|
are of equal importance in this task, but the |IXY| needs the
outside resource (i.e., WordNet). Mapping pairs of high
dependency scores to the right relatedness scores has a little
biased in Poisson model. As Figure 4 shows, the Gompertz
model always achieves the best results in various operations
and various web domains. In summary, the experiment
results in “web08”, “.edu”, “.org” and “.wiki” domains are
always better than those of the “.com” and “.net” domains,
especially “.edu”. The KL divergence between web domain
and BNC can be used as a reference but not absolutely.

collision type and propagation type) with the minimum and
multiplication operations are not significantly different. The
maximum and sum operations are significantly different in
the two types. Moreover, adding the frequency fX and fY into
the Gompertz function is proven to be helpful to discriminate
the correlation.
TABLE II.

‡

THE RESULTS IN PEARSON’S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Operation
min
mul
max‡
max+IXY‡
sum‡
sum+IXY‡

avg-r , TC-353 Testing ( n=900)
Collision type
Propagation type
0.584
0.597
0.594b
0.601ab
0.622cd
0.664acd
d
0.651
0.698d
0.646bc
0.679bc
0.667
0.706

between types is significantly different (p<0.05)
mul vs. max is significantly different (p<0.05)
b
mul vs. sum is significantly different (p<0.05)
c
max vs. sum is significantly different (p<0.05)
d
max vs. max+IXY is significantly different (p<0.05)
e
sum vs. sum+IXY is significantly different (p<0.05)
a

TABLE III.

THE RESULTS IN SPEARMAN’S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

avg-rho,TC-353 Testing (n=900)
Operation
Collision type Propagation type
min
0.601
0.605
mul
0.608
0.613
max
0.606cd
0.606cd
max+IXY‡
0.616d
0.664d
sum
0.619ce
0.622ce
sum+IXY‡
0.639e
0.686e
TABLE IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN THE TWO SMALL DATASETS
WITH THE PROPAGATION TYPE

RG28-Rating
Propagation
Type (n=900)
min
mul
max
max+IXY
sum
sum+IXY

MC28-Replica

avg-r

avg-rho

avg-r

avg-rho

0.693
0.728b
0.759d
0.815d
0.770be
0.825e

0.716
0.763ab
0.792ad
0.843d
0.805be
0.850e

0.679
0.715
0.738d
0.795d
0.747e
0.807e

0.664
0.718
0.741d
0.775d
0.755e
0.789e

Table III shows the average Spearman’s ranking scores
(avg-rho) in the TC-353 Testing dataset. Because the
transfer function is monotonic increasing function, the rho
score will not be changed in different μp and β. The results
of the avg-rho are very similar to the avg-r. Table IV shows
the results of the avg-r and avg-rho in the two small datasets.
Under the optimal strategic parameters which are trained by
using TC-353 Training dataset with the web08 corpus, the
Gompertz-sum+IXY model achieves the avg-r 0.825 and
0.807 in RG28-Rating and MC28-Replica datasets,
respectively and achieves the avg-rho 0.850 and 0.789. Here,
Gompertz model and sum operation are adopted to compare
with the related works in the next section.
3) Comparisons with the Related Works

Figure 4. The two models with various operations on various web
domains

2) Experiment results
Comparisons of the results obtained in the TC-353
Testing dataset by the different models and operations are
summarized in Tables II and III. The avg-r in Table II is the
average of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient scores in the
six web corpora. The statistical significance between
functions is measured using the paired-t test (two-tailed) in
the six Pearson’s scores. The results in the two types (i.e.,
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OOV problem in thesaurus during relatedness computation.
Strube and Ponzetto [21] remake several WordNet-based
experiments by using Wikipedia’s category structures. The
number of articles in Wikipedia is in exponential growth.
Ponzetto and Strube [22] re-extracted the Wikipedia database.
Using larger category structures achieves better results than
using smaller ones.
Finkelstein et al. [11] apply singular value decomposition
(LSA) to get “latent concepts” from a word-by-document
matrix. The LSA reports the correlation score r=0.56 in the
TC-353 Full dataset. Gabrilovich and Markovitch [23]
replace the corpus by using Wikipedia’s articles. In TC-353
Testing dataset, their ESA-Wikipedia approach reports the
state-of-the-art performance rho=0.760. Our Gompertz
model achieves the correlation score r=0.679 and rho=0.622
in TC-353 Testing dataset. When we add |IXY| into the
model, the correlation score is improved to r=0.706 and
rho=0.686. In small datasets, the WebRS with Gompertzsum+Ixy operation achieves the best results of all the webbased measures.

Table V summarizes the performances of various measures
on TC-353 Testing, RG28-Rating and MC28-Replica
datasets. Lin [15] derived a WordNet based informationtheoretic measure. He supposes that two objects X and Y can
be viewed from two independent perspectives, and their
similarity can be computed from each perspective. Li et al.
[16] propose a function combining three features, the
shortest path length, depth, and local density by using
WordNet. Bollegala et al. [3] apply WordNet to pick up
lexicon-syntactic patterns from web pages, and use SVM and
chi-square to assign each pattern a posterior probability.
TABLE V.

COMPARISONS WITH THE RELATED WORKS

TC-353
Testing
r
rho

RG28Rating
r
rho

MC28Replica
r
rho

Lin [15]
0.822 0.801 0.834 0.821
(WordNet)
Li [16]
0.892 0.879 0.883 0.854
(WordNet)
CODC [1]
0.849 0.885 0.828 0.848
(Web)
Bollegala [3]
0.797 0.776 0.835 0.818
(WordNet+Web)
SKF [8]
0.392 0.410 0.549 0.586 0.515 0.560
(web-corpus, n=900)
NGD [2]
0.572 0.580 0.622 0.685 0.649 0.679
(web-corpus, n=900)
CODC
0.576 0.613 0.723 0.763 0.713 0.718
(web-corpus, n=900)
WordNet-based
0.280~0.380
Techniques [20]
WikiRelate!, 2006
0.550 - 0.560 - 0.490 [21]
WikiRelate!, 2007
0.640 - 0.570 - 0.610 [22]
ESA-Wikipedia, 2007
- 0.760
- 0.820 - 0.730
[23]
WebRS
0.679 0.622 0.770 0.805 0.747 0.755
(Gompertz-sum)
WebRS
0.706 0.686 0.825 0.850 0.807 0.789
(Gompertz-sum+IXY)
Note: Combining the ESA-Wikipedia and the Gompertz model with
β=0.27 can achieve r=0.792 in the TC-353 Testing dataset.

B. Community chain detection
The community chain or link detection testing is to check
if any two named entities in a set have a relationship R in
which two named entities belong to a same community. We
prepare a NE dataset that consists of four communities: actor,
tennis player, baseball player and golf player. The dataset is
shown in Table VI. In total, 307 named entities are
considered. The golden standard of link detection test is: we
compose 46,971 (i.e., C2307) named entity pairs, and assign
“yes” to those pairs belonging to the same community. We
will filter out duplicate snippets as well as URLs including
dmoz.org and wikipedia.org. For each named entity, we
crawl 600 snippets by Google search engine on average.
TABLE VI.

COMMUNITY GROUPS

Category Path
Top: Arts: People: Image Galleries: Female+Male:
Individual (in domz.org)
Top: Sports: Tennis: Players: Female+Male (in
domz.org)
http: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cy_Young_Award
http: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PGA_TOUR

Three web-based works, including SKF (Similarity
Kernel Function) [8], NGD (Normalized Google Distance)
[2], and our previous model CODC [1], are compared. The
CODC model adopts strict criteria (multiplication operation),
so that its output is easily affected by the smallest value.
Many pairs have zero relatedness scores. It is suitable to
filter out non-association or noisy objects. Besides the
effects of web corpora from different time periods, different
web domains having different properties and textures may
bring in different effects. The performance of the CODC
model drops about 12% using the web08 compared to the
web06 in which web pages were crawled by Google search
engine on 25/12/05 for each word in the R&G benchmark
dataset.
Most of works based on WordNet achieve the correlation
ranges from 0.28 to 0.38 in TC-353 dataset [20]. Recently,
many researchers have employed Wikipedia to deal with

# of Named
Entities
120
90
61
36

We only consider the direct association, because the
association matrix and the scalar association matrix need to
set some thresholds [1]. We adopt error rate defined as
“(type I error + type II error)/(total NE pairs)” to measure
performance, where type I error and type II error are the
number of false positives and the number of false negatives,
respectively. There are two baselines: all guessing “yes” and
all guessing “no”. Table VII lists the experimental results of
the baselines. Here VX and VY are named entities extracted
only from GM(X) and GM(Y). Most answers of the cosine
metric (i.e., VX ǜ VY) are “yes”, and the error rate is 0.696.
The direct association is that if the WebRS(X, Y) > 0 then the
link detection test says “yes”. Otherwise, the test says “no”.
We use the sum operation to compare with our previous
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work which uses multiplication operation (i.e., CODC
model). Within the sum operation, we do not include the IXY
information, because the content of web pages includes
much irrelevant information. Instead, we introduce other
useful resources like the ODP or wikipedia to extract the
related patterns. The multiplication operation achieves the
error rate of 0.234, and it is very close to that of all guessing
“no”. The sum operation relaxes the answer condition and
the error rate is 0.190.
TABLE VII.

n=600

RESULTS OF COMMUNITY CHAIN TESTING

Positive
Negative
(Yes)
(No)
13605
33366
Yes
(True positive) (Type I error)
all 'yes'
0
0
No
(Type II error) (True negative)
Yes

0

0

No

13605

33366

Test
Yes
Result cosine
No

13600

32677

5

689

CODC Yes
(mul) No

2745

140

10860

33226

Yes

7074

2372

No

6531

30994

all 'no'

sum

Sahami’s et al. [8] testing set and additionally add two
named entities “Barack Obama” and “John McCain”. Each v
∈ VX has five degrees, and there are two subjects to label it.
For example, in the query of fruit, candidates are apple, juice,
vegetable, tree and PowerPoint, and the scores of the five
elements are 4 (highly relevant), 3 (relevant), 2 (lowly
relevant), 1 (very lowly relevant) and 0 (irrelevant or
unknown), respectively. Averagely, each query has 476
candidates (n=600), and the agreement of top 10 is shown in
Figure 5. In the experiments, the Gompertz function
achieves a higher agreement of relatedness (2.85) than the
use of CODC (2.31) and of the frequency based method
(2.08). We list an example “Java Island” in Table VIII.

Error
rate
0.711

0.290

0.696

0.234

0.190

Figure 5. The agreement from Top 1 to 10

Yes: Answer same group; No: Answer different group

V.

VI.

MINING HIGH-ASSOCIATION PATTERNS

This paper proposes a novel conditional query to reflect
the relationship of two objects X and Y. We use fY|X and fX|Y
to deal with the restriction of public web search engines, and
postulate that the mutual dependency between X and Y can
be measured by three features, fY|X, fX|Y and |IXY|. Moreover,
we verify this postulation on three benchmarks. We design
two monotonic increasing functions to map dependency
score to [0, 1]. We find that the KL divergence can be used
to select a web domain as a reference corpus. Comparatively,
the discriminative feature is more critical.
In our
experiments, we demonstrate that fY|X, fX|Y and |IXY| can
reflect the mutual dependency between objects. Only a
search engine is employed in the experiments. Under the
concept of the stored program running on a universal IR
machine M, different search engines may have different
effects on relatedness measurement. We will explore this
issue in future work. From this point of view, our WebRS
may serve as a metric to assess the quality of search engines.

In this application, we employ the query suggestion to
verify if the conditional query can keep important patterns
and filter noise patterns out. For a query term X, different
from the existing query recommendation systems which
derive X’s suggestions based on query logs, our system,
however, generates suggestions from GM(X).
The candidate set of suggestions is the set of the VX, but
we extract not only named entities but also noun phrases
from GM(X). In extracting related patterns, we employ the
“Stanford Named Entity Recognizer 2 ” and a YamCha 3!
chunker to extract named entities and noun phrases. For
each v ∈ VX, if v is a substring with the query term or is a
substring with vi where vi ∈ VX but vi ≠ v, we will remove the
v from the candidate set.
Because each candidate belongs to the same set, adopting
a rigorous strategy to rank each candidate is more suitable.
Hence, we adopt the Gompertz model with the sum
operation, but we add two additional conditions into the
operation called Gompertz-sum-revisal. (1) If the number of
page containing v is smaller than NC (NC=50), the v will be
filtered out. (2) If fX|V=0, the v will be filtered out.
For all v ∈ VX, using the frequency of v in GM(X) to rank
v is our baseline. We prepare 25 query terms extracted from
2
3

CONCLUSION
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TABLE VIII.

Java Island

Freq. Based
Within Temptation
Pdf Acrobat
Central Java
Wikipedia
Borneo
Java Hotel
The Western Part
The Java Sea
Exeter
Richter

AN EXAMPLE “JAVA ISLAND” FOR MINING HIGH-ASSOCIATION PATTERNS

CODC
Island Information Jogjakarta Borobudur Temple
Gilimanuk The Ferry Harbor
A Various Food Product.
Cenozoic Island Arc Magmatism
Lightninglocation Network
The Cijeruk Village
Mount Boromo
Island Jakarta Indonesia Jakarta
Indonesian Police Arrest Allege Cannibal
Pualu Sempu
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